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WHEN the weather heats up, the best desk fans are a lifesaver. Keeping
you cool and comfortable while you work or sleep, they're portable,
adjustable and relatively quiet.
We've rounded up some of the best models available to buy now and even
put a few of the best-known brands to the test.

What to look for in a desk fan
Firstly, consider the size of the fan you want. As it's designed to sit on your
desk, it should be compact and relatively lightweight so it can be easily
moved if needed.
Almost all desk fans are adjustable, so you can point the breeze in a
speciKc direction and reduce or increase the wind speed with ease. It's
also useful to be able to tilt the fan head in diLerent directions.
The speed settings are worth considering, too. If you plan to have the fan
right in front of you, it needs to be powerful enough to cool you down
but not so powerful that it'll dry out your eyes and give you a chill.
And then there’s the noise level. Most modern fans are relatively quiet but
if you’re someone who really needs silence to concentrate, look for a fan
with a Quiet Mark certiKcation, or that speciKcally mentions a low noise
level.
Extra features to look out for in higher-end fans include desk fans that
purify the air at the same time as blowing it out, USB-connected fans that
you can power with your computer or laptop and bigger Voor fans that sit
beside your desk rather than on it, taking up less room and often
providing more power.
With a whole host of fans on oLer, it can be tough deciding what's best,
but we're here to help.
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We’ve put some of the most popular brands to the test below.

We tested: Dyson Pure Cool Me
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Dyson Pure Cool Me, £352 from Amazon - buy here
Dyson is well known for its ultra-quiet and aesthetically-pleasing range of
fans and the Dyson Pure Cool Me is the smallest and most aLordable in its
collection.
It measures just 401mm high and 254mm at its widest point, so will easily
Kt on most decent-sized desks and bedside tables.
The Pure Cool Me is designed to be a personal fan, so it will cool you down,
rather than the whole room. That said, we found that we could still feel
the breeze around two metres away, even on a low setting.
That’s thanks to the Dyson Core Flow technology, which directs a single
stream of air where you want it. On the Dyson Pure Cool Me, you can
direct the stream upwards or horizontally.
The fan can also oscillate 70°, making it perfect if you don’t want to point
the fan at your face the whole time, or if you’re sharing it with someone
else.
Thanks to its HEPA Klter — which is also used to Klter air in hospital
operating rooms — the air it sends out is extremely clean, making it even
more valuable for those who suLer from allergies.
We loved that it was whisper quiet on the lowest setting. Also, thanks to
how little it weighs, we could easily move it from the study to the
bedroom for overnight cooling and it didn't disturb our sleep in the
slightest.
Plus, it comes with a handy remote control to program the timer or turn
it on or oL, which makes it even more convenient as a bedside fan when
nights get hot during summer.
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We tested: Beldray Ice Cube Plus+ Portable Personal
Space Cooler
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The Range

£15.00

Buy Now

JD Williams

£29.99

Buy Now

Wayfair

£31.51

Buy Now

Amazon

£32.99

Buy Now

Robert Dyas

£33.99

Buy Now

Measuring just 16.5cm at its widest point, this cube-shaped super portable
desk fan is made up of a small fan, a Klter and two water tanks that you
can freeze.
There’s also an integrated light that toggles between a few diLerent
colours, which you can use as a mood light — a nice extra touch.
The fan can be used in a few diLerent ways depending on how much
cooling power you need.
While it has three diLerent speeds, it’s worth bearing in mind that this
device is designed to be a personal space cooler, so none of them is
powerful enough to cool an entire room.
To increase the cooling power, you can dampen or freeze the removable
Klter inside the machine.
There are also two water tanks you can freeze; just Kll them halfway and
freeze and then top up the rest with water when you’re ready to use.
These tanks slowly release icy water into a reservoir at the base, which the
Klter soaks up to provide extra cooling power.
We found it straightforward to use and it delivered a good amount of
cooling power once we got the ice packs going, although it does take a bit
of pre-preparation.
The fan was also fairly noisy, but if you usually have headphones or the TV
on at the same time, it would drown out the sound.
This fan is a great budget-friendly option that also looks good.

We tested: Boneco Air Shower Fan
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Boneco Air Shower Fan F120, £94 from B&Q - buy here
Boneco's Air Shower Fan has to be one of the best-looking yet unusual
fans we've tried, featuring the brand's signature monochrome colourway
and its tilting fan head.
It's rather tall at 54cm high, so it might not be suitable for all desks, but
when it comes to cooling a room, this fan can't be faulted.
It's part of the brand's collection of air shower fans, speciKcally designed
to circulate air at fast speeds to create a so-called 'air-shower eLect',
dispersing hot and cold spots to keep the entire room comfortable.
We found the air-shower eLect worked wonders if you face it against a
wall or facing up to the ceiling. The highest speed was rather intense, so if
you Knd air Vowing in your face annoying, then this works a treat.
In terms of noise level, it is quieter than many fans on the market,
although we still had to turn our radio up slightly to hear it over the top.
However, the three speed levels mean you can turn it down to the lowest
if it feels too noisy for your concentration – it's still really cooling even on
the lowest speed.
Another plus is how it comes ready-made, looking sleeker than most with
a smooth control dial and it turns easily too.
We get the impression that once you start shopping Boneco fans, you
don't really go back, because they look good and they're extremely
eLective.

John Lewis & Partners ANYDAY Desk Fan
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(AD) John Lewis & Partners ANYDAY Desk Fan, £15 from John Lewis &
Partners - buy here
If you're looking for a fan that's compact, powerful yet well-priced, this
aLordable beauty from John Lewis has it nailed.
Part of the brand's ANYDAY range, it has two speed functions, a 9" fan
diameter and at 2kg it's lightweight enough to easily be transported
between the o6ce, kitchen and bedroom depending on where you need
it most. It also comes with a two year guarantee.
The fan's cooling powers have earned it a number of Kve-star reviews on
the retailer's website, where shoppers praise its quality construction,
miniature size and ability to provide welcome relief from hot conditions.

Dimplex 360 Turbo Black Desk Fan
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Dimplex 360 Turbo Black Desk Fan, £70 from Argos - buy here
A cute, pint-sized fan that measures 34cm x 27.5cm x 20.4cm, this Dimplex
model is eLective at cooling a room quickly.
The fan can oscillate a full 360° and you can also adjust the tilt of the fan
so the breeze is exactly where you need it.
There are only three fan speeds, but it’s enough to cover up to 20 metres.
With close to 400 Kve-star reviews on the Argos website, many buyers
praise this product for its good looks and ability to cool a decent-sized
area quickly and quietly.

Meaco MeacoFan 1056 Air Circulator Portable Desk Fan
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Meaco MeacoFan 1056 Air Circulator Portable Desk Fan, £109.99 from
Currys
Thanks to its 12 diLerent speed settings, this fan will deliver the perfect
amount of cooling every time you need it. Plus, it will even show you the
temperature in the room, so you can see it slowly drop.
The fan oscillates vertically and horizontally, so every corner of your space
is covered.
It’s also Quiet Mark certiKed so you can sleep through the night with it on
the lowest setting and the night function turns oL the glowing control
panel.
It also has an eco function when you want to save energy and another
nifty detail is the faux leather handle that sits at the top of the fan, so it's
easy to carry from room to room.

EasyAcc Handheld USB Fan
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Amazon

£19.99

Buy Now

This budget-friendly fan can operate as a hand-held device or as a desk
fan, as you just adjust the fold the handle up or down to suit your needs.
It has a USB port, so it can connect to your laptop to recharge, making it
ultra-convenient. It’s fully charged in 10 hours and can then be used for
up to 10 hours at the lowest speed.
It has three speed settings, it weighs a feathery 240g and at its tallest, it
measures just 23.5cm, but it folds down to just 12.9cm high, so it's super
easy to pop in your handbag or backpack to provide welcome relief during
a sweaty commute.

Dunelm USB Telescopic Folding Fan
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Dunelm USB Telescopic Folding Fan, £30 from Dunelm - buy here
If it's versatility you need, this desk fan by Dunelm is the answer.
The height of the device is adjustable from 36cm to 95cm, so you can use
it as a desk fan at its smallest or extend it up to its tallest height and place
it on the Voor to cool the room.
There are three diLerent fan speeds you can toggle between, and the
head will tilt to direct the wind where you want it.
The fan charges via a USB cable and thanks to the fact that it’s cordless
and lightweight at 1kg, it's simple to move around the room and position
just where you want it.
The space-saving design folds away completely into a small circle, so it can
be stored away for winter.

infray USB Desk Fan
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Amazon

£32.99

Buy Now

With a more traditional desk fan appearance, don't be fooled by this
product by infray as it's packed with modern features that provide
excellent value for money considering its aLordable price tag.
The design itself is foldable and includes a soft night light, which is a nice
little extra, especially if you're planning to use it in a child's room
overnight as it also had a child safety lock.
There are four speed settings and it charges via USB with up to 16 hours
of operation time on a full battery. It even has a small hook, so you can
wall mount it if you wish.

Russell Hobbs Scandi Desk Fan
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Russell Hobbs Scandi Desk Fan, £47 from Argos - buy here
Let's face it, desk fans are never going to be the most attractive appliance,
but there's no reason they can't blend into their surroundings.
This Russell Hobbs Scandi Desk Fan does a great job of making a
traditional desk fan look stylish with its matte black exterior and woodeLect fan blades.
A stylish fan that will look right at home in a modern o6ce, it doesn't just
look good, but it works too, with three speed settings, an adjustable tilt
and 180° oscillation.

Beldray 4 in 1 Climate Dome White Desk Fan
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Beldray 4 in 1 Climate Dome White Desk Fan, £60 from Argos - buy
here
If you thought fans were just for summer use, think again – this multifunctional gadget has you covered all year round as it's a heater,
humidiKer and fan all rolled into one.
As if all that wasn't enough, it also has an aroma function, meaning you
can infuse it with sweet-smelling oils to circulate around your room.
There are three speed settings, and the outer ring lights up either blue or
red depending on whether you're cooling or heating your space.
Standing at 37cm high, it's small enough to nestle onto your desk, and it
oscillates and has a tilt, so you can position it to suit you.
Circulating either cool or warm air depending on your needs, this clever
device will ensure you're at the perfect temperature at all times.
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Smart Air Humi Portable Hot and Cool Desk Fan
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Smart Air Humi Portable Hot and Cool Desk Fan, £29.99 from Currys buy here
If desk space is at a premium in your o6ce, this well-priced spherical fan
will take up precious little room, with a petite 17.3cm diameter.
A neat gadget for year-round use, it has two speed settings and warms as
well as cools, so there's no need to pack it away when summer ends. There
are also humidify and hand-warming modes – a small removable piece can
be taken oL the device to warm up freezing hands when the weather gets
frosty.
The fan itself oLers a cool gentle breeze, which isn't overly powerful but
works well for taking the edge oL sweaty days in the o6ce.

Honeywell QuietSet Desk Fan
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Honeywell QuietSet HT354E1 Desk Fan, £47.99 from Currys - buy here
Solidly built, with four speed settings and an LED display, this Honeywell
desk fan is an overachiever for its price bracket.
With a very low noise level of 51dB, it's quiet enough to work its cooling
magic in the background as you sleep, making nights much more
comfortable during summer.
It's 33cm tall, which may be too big for some desks, but its sturdy base
feels well made and can be pointed where you're most in need of a cooling
breeze.

Compact Cool Table Top Air Circulator
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Compact Cool Table Top Air Circulator, £44.50 from NSA UK - buy here
The brand describes this tabletop fan as 'small yet mighty', providing
e6cient cooling with three speed settings all inside its sleek, compact
unit.
It has a multi-position head with a 0°-90° tilt adjustment and oscillation
for distributing cool air throughout your room.
It also boasts a seven-hour timer and has a remote control so you can
operate it from your chair.
Despite its small size, it has a decent weight to it at 3.1kg, but it's still light
enough to tote around the house with you.

How much are desk fans?
The range of prices is vast when it comes to desk fans, and it all depends
on the size, power and amount of features you want for your money. Basic
handheld fans and simple desk fans can start at around £8, but you won't
get as many settings or modes for that price.
While the vast majority of mid-range desk fans Kt within the £35 to £80
price bracket, higher-end fans that oLer air-purifying capabilities,
temperature displays and multiple speed settings can reach into the
hundreds.

Where to buy a desk fan
Many well-known high-street retailers have a great selection of desk fans
for a range of price points, including John Lewis & Partners, Currys,
Homebase, Argos and Dunelm.
Online retailers that stock electrical appliances also have a great range,
including AO and Amazon, which both have a vast collection for all
diLerent budgets.
When the warm weather kicks in, major supermarkets will also hold stock
of fans, so it's worth checking them out during your weekly shop.
A trip to your local, independent bricks and mortar electrical shops to see
if they're running any deals is another option.

How long can you leave a desk fan on?
A desk fan can be left on for as long as it is powered.
During hot nights many people choose to sleep with a desk fan at their
side for up to 10 hours, and there's no reason why they shouldn't – as long
as the fan is connected safely to a power source, they are designed to run
for extended periods of time.

Which desk fan is the best?
The best desk fan is all a matter of perspective. For shoppers on a budget
who need a simple yet powerful fan that will last for years, this ANYDAY
model, £15, from John Lewis & Partners is a winner.
For anyone on the search for a fan that works year-round and oLers both
cooling and heating functions, the Smart Air Humi Portable Hot and Cool
Desk Fan, £29.99, or the Beldray 4 in 1 Climate Dome White Desk Fan, £60,
are both excellent options, depending on your budget.
If looks are your main concern, this Russell Hobbs Scandi Desk Fan, £47, has
a contemporary, fashion-forward design, while this Boneco Air Shower Fan
F120, £94, is sleek and minimalist.
If you're after additional functions and have cash to splash, the airpurifying abilities of the Dyson's Pure Cool Me, £299, are tough to beat,
while we love the night light on the aLordable infray USB Desk Fan, £32.99.

How do I choose a desk fan?
We hope this guide steers you towards making an informed choice about
which desk fan is right for you.
Before taking the plunge and buying a desk fan, consider what you need it
for: is it just for the o6ce, or do you want to be able to transport it
around the house and into the bedroom overnight? If you, you'll need a
lightweight fan that's quiet and ideally has a night setting.
How much room do you have to spare and what's your budget? Desk fans
come in a massive array of sizes and prices, so work out how much you're
willing to spend, and how much desk space you can sacriKce, before
making your decision.

How to make a desk fan colder
Just having a light breeze is usually enough to cool you down but if it’s a
particularly hot day, you may feel your fan is just blowing hot air into your
face.
Some fans have an integrated cooling system, such as an ice ring or water
feature, that sits in front of the fan to cool any air that passes through it.
If your fan doesn’t, you can try a DIY method: just freeze some bottles of
water and place these in front of your fan.
As the air hits the bottles, it will cool instantly. Just make sure you put a
drip tray under it to catch the condensation.

Do desk fans use a lot of electricity?
How much electricity your desk fans use will depend on how powerful the
machine is, what setting you have it on and how long you have it on.
If you have a powerful fan that you use on the highest setting all day, it
can use up a lot of electricity.
That said, most desk fans are fairly small so likely won’t use as much
electricity as a fan that’s designed to cool an entire room.
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Now that you’ve read our guide to choosing the best desk fans, check out
our round-up of the best air puriKers if you're looking to reduce dust,
pollen and other pollutants in your home.
We’ve also rounded up the best tower fans that won’t take up much space
in your home.
And if you’re on the search for some serious cooling power, why not check
out our guide to the best air conditioners?
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